
results ofcomputer simulations and phantom experiments
ofa changing distribution (2). In both ofthese studies, the
change in distribution was modeled as a scalar change
which equally effected all values within a given projection.

Much interest has been paid to new radiotracers of
myocardial perfusion, with particular focus on SPECT.
One of these tracers, 99mTc..teboroxjme (CardiotecÂ®),is
known to have fairly rapid washout from both normal and
ischemic myocardium. While this characteristic may be
useful in permitting serial studies in a single session, it
could produce artifacts in SPECT reconstructions. Fur
thermore, since the washout from normal and ischemic
myocardium is different (â€œdifferentialwashoutâ€•),the stud
ies above do not indicate the degree ofartifact which might
be produced. We therefore performed a series of computer
simulations which more accurately represented this situa
tion, to assess the effects ofthis so-called differential wash
out during SPECT acquisition on quantification of the
degree of ischemia.

METHODS

We manually generateda stylized horseshoe-shapedâ€œtransax
ial left ventricularâ€•slice within a 64 x 64 matrix. We used a mid
heart transaxial slice from a normal volunteer as a template to
accurately generate a horseshoe of realistic size and shape. All

pixels within this horseshoe were given the same value; pixels
outside the horseshoewere set to zero. Multiple copies of this
image were generated. We then generated a â€œdefectzoneâ€•on
either the â€œlateralwallâ€•or at the â€œapex.â€•This zone occupied
approximately 25% ofthe horseshoe. All pixels within the defect
zone weregivena uniform value,equivalentto either 0, 20, 40,
60, 80, or 100%of the pixel value in the rest of the horseshoe.
Each test imagethus contained two zoneswithin the horseshoe:
a large â€œnormalâ€•zone and a smaller â€œischemicâ€•zone, with a
simulated defect-to-normal ratio of either 1 (no defect), 0.8, 0.6,
0.4, 0.2, or 0 (complete defect).

Simulatedprojectiondata sets were obtained by reprojection
along parallel rays through the test images described above. To
produce a given projection's data, pixel values were summed,
with no simulationof attenuation effectsor noise. In practice,a
single horizontal reprojection routine was implemented, and the
test (transaxialslice)image rotated betweenreprojectionangles
with an array processor routine provided by the manufacturer
(Technicare).

Differentialwashoutwas modeledas monoexponentialtracer
clearancefrom the â€œnormalâ€•and â€œischemicâ€•zones. We used a

A central assumption in SPECT is that the projection data are
â€œconsistent,â€•that is, the cameraviews an unchangingdistri
butionduringacquisition.Severalnewradiotracersof interest,
including @â€œTc-teboroxime(CardiotecÂ®),haverapidclearance
from the myocardium.Furthermore,the washout is different
in normaland ischemictissues.We used computersimula
tions to estimate the effect of this differential washout on
quantification of the severity of ischemia. We simulated de
fact-to-normal myocardial activity ratios of 1 (no defect), 0.8,
0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0 (completedefect), with singledefects
placed either in the lateral wall or apex, and SPECT acquisi
tionsof 1, 3, 6, 12, and24 totalminutes.We modeledwashout
witha monoexponentialcurvewhoseclearancehalf-timewas
5.9 mm for â€œnormalmyocardiumâ€•and 9.3 mm for â€œischemic
myocardium.â€•We found that differential washout from normal
and ischemiczones producedimage artifactsand errors in
defectquantificationfor acquisitionslongerthan 3 mm.With
longeracquisitions,the degree of ischemiawas significantly
underestimated,with increasingerror at longer acquisition
times. In addition,in the â€œnodefectâ€•situationan apparent
small lateralwall defect (relativeto the apex) was present.
Finally,lateral wall defects producedartifacts (streaks and
reducedapparentactivity)in the opposite(medial)wall. Dif
ferentialnormal/ischemiczone washout during SPECT ac
quisitionproducesartifactsanderrorsinquantification,whose
seventy is dependent on acquisition length, actual defect
severity, and defect location.

J NucI Med 1991; 32:2253â€”2257

central assumption in any image reconstruction
approach is that the projection data are â€œconsistent;â€•that
is, all projection data come from the same â€œobject.â€•In
SPECT, the object is the distribution of radioactivity
within the subject being scanned; this distribution must
remain unchanged during the entire acquisition process.
In practice, this typically requiresa fairly stationary distri
bution for 20â€”30mm. In 1983, Ip tried to analytically
estimate the artifacts that would result from a change in
distribution with time (1). In 1987, Bok reported on the
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1.00.99â€”1.000.8
0.79â€”1.250.6
0.6000.4
0.4000.2
0.19â€”5.000.0

0.01â€”S

Actual lateral walldefect-to-normal.t

Observed lateral wall defect-to-normal apexratio.t

(Observed-actual)/actual defect-to-normal ratio.

A total of 60 reconstructed images were produced withFIGURE1.Simulated
originaltransaxialleft
ventricularslice.Left:
Lateral wall defect.
Right:Apicaldefect.
Defect-to-normal ra
tio = 0.40. Both
slices show same
three ROls used for
analysis.

washouthalf-timeof5.9 mm for normal â€œmyocardium,â€•and 9.3
mm for ischemicâ€œmyocardium,â€•as experimentallydetermined
by Stewartand coworkersin dogs (3). At each reprojectionangle,
we reduced the pixel values in the test image, separately in the
normal and ischemiczones,by the appropriate factors,prior to
reprojectionat that angle. We simulated total acquisition times
of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 mm. Thirty equi-angularprojections over
180Â°were obtained; these were then used in a standard ifitered
backprojectionreconstructionalgorithm(with a ramp filter)pro
vided by the manufacturerto produce a â€œtransaxialleft ventric
ular slice.â€•

Quantitative accuracy of the reconstructed slice was assessed

by placing square regions of interest in the center of the â€œis
chemicâ€•zone and in representativeâ€œnormalâ€•zones, and com
paring observed with true defect-to-normal zone ratios (Fig. 1).
For those simulations with the lateral wall defect, the apex was
used as the normal reference zone, because the medial wall
opposite the defect contained reconstructionartifacts(see below).
For those simulationswith the apical defect, the averageof the
observedapicaldefect-to-lateralwalland apicaldefect-to-medial
wallratioswasused.

RESULTS

We first validated our simulation approach by recon
structing a simulated point source positioned at various
locations; in the absence of washout this point was per
fectly reconstructed. We then used the lateral wall defect
case, without washout, to test the accuracy of the recon
struction implementation. No artifacts were visually ob
servedin any ofthe images. The quantitative resultsshown
in Table 1 indicate negligible reconstruction errors in the
absence of washout.

TABLE I
LateralWall Defect (No Washout)

ActualDefect/ ObservedDefect/
NormalRatioâ€• NormalRatiot %Errort

washout, representing defect-to-normal ratios of 1 (no
defect), 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0 (complete defect), with
total acquisition times of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 mm, for both
lateralwall and apical defects. For acquisition times longer
than 3 mm, the images with the lateralwall defect showed
striking artifacts in the medial wall opposite the defect.
These artifactstook the form ofbands ofdecreased â€œactiv
ity,â€•which appeared to emanate from the defect zone,
along with small streaks of increased activity outside the
actual myocardial border (Fig. 2). The severity of these
artifacts increased with increasing total acquisition time.
The images with the apical defect showed similar streaking
outside the myocardial border (Fig. 2).

Quantitative resultsare presented in Table 2 and Figure
3 for the lateralwall defectandTable 3 and Figure4 for
the apical defect. Because of the artifacts noted above, we
used the apex as the normal reference zone for the lateral
wall defect and the average ofthe medial and lateral walls
as the reference for the apical defect. For the lateral wall
defect, there was progressive underestimation ofthe sever
ity ofthe defect with increasing total acquisition time. The
greatest errors were observed for the largest defects (i.e.,
0.2 defect-to-normal ratio). There was also an apparent
â€œdefectâ€•in the medial wall at longer acquisition times. For
the apical defect, there was also progressive underestima
tion of the severity of the defect with increasing total
acquisition time for mild to moderate defects (i.e., 0.8,
0.6, 0.4 defect-to-normal ratios), but an overestimation of
severity for the most severe case (0.2 defect-to-normal
ratio). There was again an apparent â€œdefectâ€•in the medial
wall relative to the lateralwall at longer acquisition times.

r a

AcquisitionApica'LateralWallTimeDefectDetect(mm)I

3mEl6FIGURE
2. Recon

structedtransaxial2

24El Eslices

from simulated
acquisition times
rangingfrom1to24
mm.Leftcolumn:Ap
icaldefect. Rightcol
umn:Lateralwallde
fect. Original slice
hasdefect-to-normal
ratio= 0.40.
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TABLE2
Lateral Wall Defect (With Washout)

ObservedDefect/ MedialWall!
NormalRatiot ApexRatio*

ActualDefect/
NormalRatioâ€• %Err&

TotalAcquisitionTime= 1mm1.00.980.97â€”
1.940.80.800.970.410.60.600.970.610.40.400.960.440.20.210.964.020.00.010.96â€”Total

AcquisitionTime= 3mm1
.00.980.95â€”2.230.80.840.944.620.60.630.945.290.40.420.935.550.20.220.937.620.00.010.92â€”Total

Acquisitionlime = 6mm1.00.970.91â€”3.120.80.880.9010.170.60.660.8910.470.40.450.8812.620.20.230.8716.530.00.020.86â€”Total

Acquisitionlime = 12mm1
.00.950.85â€”5.050.80.940.8017.930.60.710.7919.150.40.490.7721.990.20.260.7530.770.00.030.74â€”Total

AcquisitionTime= 24mm1.00.840.70â€”16.470.80.960.6320.590.60.740.6023.610.40.490.5522.880.20.260.5228.080.00.020.48â€”*

Actual lateral wall defect-to-normalratio.t

Observed lateral wall defect-to-normal apexratio.t
Observed opposite medial wall-to-apexratio.â€˜(Observed-actual)/actual

defect-to-normalratio.

DISCUSSION

SPECT reconstruction is based on a fundamental as
sumption that the projection data are â€œconsistent.â€•This
consistency implies that each projection views the entire
object, and that the radioactivity distribution does not
change between projections. Such is not the case for radi
otracersthat have rapidwashout from the organof interest,
such as@ in the myocardium.

In 1987, Bok and coworkers presented results of corn
puter simulation which seemed to indicate that as long as
the tracer concentration changed by less than a factor of
two during the SPECT acquisition, artifacts (which they
called â€œimagedistortionâ€•) were not visible, although meas
urements of spatial resolution showed some changes (2).
These results have been used by others to justify the use
of radiotracerssuch as teboroxime with SPECT. Even so,
when emphasis is placed on quantification of abnormal

zones within an image, the results of Bok may not apply,
particularly in the setting of differential washout rates in
normal and diseased zones. We in fact found that this
differentialwashout, which was not partofBok's computer
simulations, does affect both image quality and quantifi
cation.

Our simulations were based on observed washout rates
in dogs and the assumption of monoexponential washout.
Stewart and coworkers have subsequently reported that
teboroxime washout is not monoexponential, but rather is
biexponential; 67% of the activity clears with a half-time
of 2.3 mm, while the residual activity clears with a much
longer half-time, 20 mm, under resting flow conditions
(4). Unfortunately, Stewart did not report separate half
time values for normal and ischemic zones. Based on his
earlier work, and our own observations, we believe that
differentialwashout exists, and chose to model the effects
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ObservedMedialObservedObservedActual

Defect/Wall/LateralApex/LateralApex/MedialNormal
Ratioâ€•WallRatiosWall Ratio*Wall Ratios %Error'

t Observed â€œnormalâ€•medial-to-@normalâ€• lateral wall ratio.

t Observed apical defect-to-lateral wall ratio.

S Observed apical defect-to-medial wall ratio.

I (Observed-actual)/actual apical defect-to-normal ratio (observed

ratio= averageof apical-to-lateralandapical-to-medialratio).

TABLE3
ApicalDefect(WithWashout)Lateral Wall Defect

40

C
a

@ 30
a
E
C
z 20@@ .@ Defect/Normal

Total Acquisition Time (mm)

TotalAcquisitionTime= 1 mm
1.02
0.82
0.62
0.41
0.21
0.01

3 mm
1.02
0.85
0.64
0.42
0.21
0.00

6 mm
0.94 1.03
0.96 0.89
0.96 0.66
0.96 0.44
0.96 0.21
0.97 0.00

Acquisition lime = 12 mm
0.90 1.07
0.92 0.99
0.93 0.73
0.93 0.46
0.94 0.20
0.95 0.00

AcquisitionTime= 24 mm
0.84 1.20
0.84 1.15
0.85 0.83
0.88 0.49
0.90 0.15

_______ 0.92 0.00
* Actual apical defect-to-normal ratio.

1.0 0.99
0.8 0.99
0.6 0.99
0.4 0.98
0.2 0.99
0.0 0.98
Total Acquisition Time =
1.0 0.97
0.8 0.97
0.6 0.97
0.4 0.98
0.2 0.98
0.0 0.98
TotalAcquisition@flme=

FIGURE3. Errorindefect-to-normalquantificationasa func
tion of acquisitiontimefor the lateralwalldefect simulation.Apex
wasusedas normalreferencezone.

FIGURE4. Errorindefect-to-normalquantificationasa func
tin of acquisitiontime for the apicaldefect simulation.Average
of medialandlateralwallswasusedas normalreference.

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
Total
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
Total
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

1.03
0.83
0.63
0.42
0.21
0.01

1.05
0.88
0.65
0.43
0.21
0.00

1.09
0.93
0.69
0.45
0.22
0.00

1.19
1.08
0.78
0.49
0.21
0.00

1.43
1.37
0.97
0.55
0.17
0.00

of this nonuniform washout. For the case of unjform
washout, whether mono- or bi-exponential, the results of
Bok apply.

The difference in resultsbetween lateralwall and apical
defects is most likely due to differences in the contribution
of both the defect zone activity to normal areas and the
contribution of normal zone activity to the defect during
the backprojection process. In the case of the lateral wall
defect, the reduced activity from this wall, and the normal
activity in the medial wall, would influence each other
during the backprojection process over a wide range of
projection angles, leading to a reduction in medial wall
counts and an increase in lateral wall activity in the
reconstruction. Indeed, for long acquisition times the ar
tifactual medial wall â€œdefectâ€•was ofgreater severity than
the actual lateralwall defect for the mildest defect. In the
case of the apical defect, the relative â€œisolationâ€•of this

2.60
3.64
4.37
3.99
6.45

3.66
8.13
7.57
6.48
5.41

6.28
13.79
13.00
11.34
5.49

12.73
29.10
25.88
18.56
2.43

31.52
57.38
49.27
29.25
â€”19.66

Apical Defect

70

.2 Defect/Normal

@ 50
@ â€”a.â€”â€”.04

z 30

4'
a

C
@ -10

;u) . , . ,
0 10 20 30

Total Acquisition Time (mm)

area of the myocardium, coupled with slower clearance,
apparently led to an increase in reconstructed apical activ
ity which was most severe when the actual apical activity
was closest to normal. Indeed, when the apical activity was
decreased to a low value (i.e., 0.2 of normal), there was an
underestimation relative to the normal zone.

We specifically chose not to incorporate the effects of
attenuation, depth-dependent spatial resolution changes,
or noise into our simulations in order to isolate washout
artifacts. In our study, the direction of rotation (clockwise
versus counterclockwise) was irrelevant; reprojection in
either direction yielded the same simulated projection
data. In real world imaging, with attenuation and resolu
tion effects, rotation direction would affect the influence
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of differential washout on artifacts, as those areas of the
myocardium closest to the camera in a given view would
dominate that projection's data. Thus, if a â€œdefectâ€•was
closestto the camera in initial views,differentialwashout
would be less of a problem than if the defect was closest
in the final views, when the change from the initial distri
bution was greatest. For example, over a 12-mm imaging
period the activity in a normal zone and a zone with a
40% initial reduction equalize.

In practice, we recommend that the total acquisition
time for a single180Â°or 360Â°rotationnot exceed5 mm
for optimum teboroxime imaging. It may be preferable,in
fact, to sequentially acquire multiple short (e.g., 1-3 mm)
acquisitions and add the data together afterwards. Because
backprojection is a linear process, either projection data
or reconstructed images could be summed. This approach
would produce images from more consistent projection
data, eliminating the artifacts observed here. It should be
noted, however, that the differential washout from normal
and ischemiczoneswouldstillproducean underestima

tion of ischemia in these images, as the resulting images
would represent the average activity in the normal and
ischemic zones during the total acquisition period over
which the data were summed.
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